Swift Lift Interstore
‘T’ - ‘TS’ - ‘L’ Elevators

T

he Interstore range offer a machine for most applications being the most adaptable elevator
available in the market place, by utilising a wide range of optional extras and variations.
Above: Bulk Hopper
Left: Circular Hopper
Right: Square Hopper
Below: Tipping Hopper

Model Specification
Interstore L range

4.50 m (14’9”) to 7.50 m (24.6 ft) overall length.

L range delivery heights

1.00 m (39”) minimum to 3.97 m (13’)
maximum

Interstore T range

9.00 m (29’6”) to 12.00 m (39’6”) overall length

T range delivery heights

1.00 m (39”) minimum to 7.54 m (24’9”)
maximum

‘Swift Lift’ Interstore elevators offer A choice of 600 mm. (24 ins.) or 900 mm (36 ins) wide
troughed and cleated endless rubber belts. with 35mm
(1.5 in) high cleats.
Choice of speeds
Variable speed for regulated crop throughput and quality
in all conditions. Fixed single or two speed motors for
maximum thoughput.
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Three phase, single phase or petrol engine drive.
Electro hydraulic or hand hydraulic lift on the ‘T’ Range.
‘Hand hydraulic, or simple variable pin height adjustment
on the ‘L’ range
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Swift Lift Interstore
‘T’ - ‘TS’ - ‘L’ Elevators
The optional slewing platform on the ‘TS” Range fills the
store or bulker easily. Front wheels steered by hand-lever.
Push-button power transmission for forward / backward
movement and circular hopper supplied as standard.
Simple and robust machines. One reason why ‘Swift Lift
elevators command premium prices on the secondhand
market!
‘Clean line’ pressed steel frame for maximum safety and
strength.
Damage-free and spill-free high side fenders
Specialised Extras include. Swivel and straight grain
chutes, luffing head extension, castor wheel assembly,
skate roller, conveyor to elevator coupling brackets and
steel or canvas weather / dust covers.

A robust steel
undercharriage
and chassis

Interstore 115T with
a head extension
working on wood chips
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